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Literate Thinking: An Expanded view of Literacy

People generally associate literacy with the ability to read

and write. This is the common dictionary definition, the mark of

literacy in society-at-large, and the one we generally think of

in schooling. However, we can look at literacy in a broader and

educationally more productive way, as the ability to think and

1-aason like a literate person, within a particular Society. In

this view, literacy is culture specific. Thus, schools need to

understand the ways of thinking that are involved in society's

uSeS of literacy, and to use aproaches to literacy instruction

that will insure that these ways of thinking are being valued And

learned;

The ways of using and thinking about literacy are determined

by tht uses to which literacy is put within a particular society.

For example, if a culture needs and values memorization and

recitation, as among the Vai in reading the Koran in Arabic (see

Scribner and Cole, 1980), then the appropriate mode of

inStru:-:tion would be to train the students to memorize. However,

if the uses of literacy require reflection and problem-solving,

like the uses of rnglish in the same Vai culture, then English

instruction should help the students :ievelop those kinds of

abilitieS. When literacy is used primarily to complete language

exercises and get the right answer, these skills become valued

and learned. And when the literacy of the clattroom and the

literacy of the society differ, we need to ask ser:i.ous questions

about the goals of schooling.
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While notions and uses of litetaty vaty aMcng cultural

gtoupsi they also change within groups across time; In the

United States, for example, early uses of literacy were

relatively restricted (Resnick and RetniCkk 1977; Raettle, 1985)i

but the current era requires that ttudents acauire the kinds of

ctitital thinking skint that are needed to use the

communication devices and technologies we meet on a daily baSit

in our everyday living and in entry level j-db:s (-ed Langer, in

nress). These new demands have been discussed, for example, by

Ndyalla (1985) who describes the shift in both the American

workplace and in daily life from tasks involving manual to thdte

requiring cognitive processes. SchOOlti NOyelle thinkt, need to

reflect these societal thiftt by training students in the more

flexible thinking skills they will need for entry into today's

jbb market. If we are to respond to these concerns, literacy

instruction needs to go much beyond the acts Of readiriq arid

writing, and to teach culturally appropriate t.4ayt Of literate

thinking as well.

Attention to cultural ways of thinking associated with

literacy allows literacy instruction to focus on how students

think, as well as on the skills they use td tead arid Write. It

permits teachers and students to regard reading Ahd Writing as

tools that enable, but do not insure, literate thinking; The

kindt Of literate thinking skills valued in our culture are

generalizable to many situations besides thbee Whtte littiple read

and write-- situations where people talk about texts, are

conscious of the distinctions between the author's meaning and

their own interpretations, and are called upon to '-ethink and
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reformulate what they knOw. This view of lite-acy isn't wholly

reliant bh the use of print. It values both the reader and the

writing -- including the kinds of metacognitive and

metalinguistic abilities that art fOUrid in the MOSt SUCcessful

learners.

_

For example, when a group of students read a social studies

textbook and then discuss the contents and the implicationt, most

people would say that the students are engaging in literate

thinking. But what if they had had that discussion after seeing

a television news report about the same topic? I would still

want to claim that the students had engaged in literate thinking

even though they had neither read nor written. Now, imagine a

group of students who don't know how to read or write (in English

or another language) engaged in the very same conversation about

the television rews report; I wou.,.d claim that they too would

have engaged in literate thinking. In contrast, imagine that the

students had read the tame social studies text and then completed

end of chapter questions by locating information in the text and

copying the information the questions asked them to it( ize.

would Claim that the kinds of literacy reLected in this actvity

do not reflect the kinds of literacy needed and valued by

American society today-- that the activity does not reflect

literate behavior, even if the students get the answers right.

These examples highlight the distinction I am making between

literacy as the act of reading and writing and literacy as ways

of thinking.

Reading and writing as memorization or copying can be
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socially appropriate (as with Arabic for the Vai). However,

this form of literacy is inappropriate to the present day

communication and technological demands of Ameican society.

is the culturally appropriate way of thinking, not the act of

reading or writing, that is most important in the development of

literacy. Literate thinking manifests itself in different ways in

oral and written language in different societies, and educators

need to understand these ways of thinking if they are to build

bridges and facilitate transitions among ways of thinking.

The State of Literacy in American Schools

How well are our schools -urrently doing in teaching the more

thoughtful literacy skills used in today's society? Tht btSt

available evidence comes from the National Assessment of

Educational Progress. The most racent reports, based on the 1984

assessment, give us an overview of achievement in reading since

1971 (Applebee, Langer, & Mullis, 1985), and achievement in

writing since 1974 (Applebee, Langer, & Mullis, 1986) -- in other

words, over a decade of achievement in both subjects, in the

elementary, middle school, and secondary grades.

The good news is that in both reading and writing,

achievement among language minority school-age students hat

increased across the past 10 to 15 years. In reading, the rate

of increase for minority students was higher than that of the

White students of the same age. White students were still

performing better, but the gap was substantially narrowed.

That'S the good news. The bad news is that in reading and

writing none of the groups of students -- neither the minority
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nor the majority students -- are doing all that well.

Improvement in overall achievement levels has come about because

more and more students are able to perform well at the lower

levels of competence in reading and writing --and that i8 where

the minority students' growth has taken place as well. When the

texts become more complex or the questions become more

difficult-- when more thoughtful literate thinking is required--,

comprehension drops off.

In writing, the students (again all students, minority and

majority) seem to be developing at least minimal writing skills.

They can write simple stories and reports, but cannot write

persuasive or analytic pieces that require them to mount a

coherent argument or explain their position or point of view.

These results were similar for all groups of students: relative

success at the more "basic" tasks and relative failure with

anything that required more thoughtful responSeS. The Students

do not seem to be learning the type of literate thinking skills

needed in present day society.

While these results are distressing, they reflect the

success cf our schools in teaching what they have set out to

teach. Whether by accident or design, the school curricula and

the tests that go with them have rewarded relatively simple

performance, and they have undervalued the attainment of more

thoughtful skills.

In a recen.:.- study, Arthur Applebee and I (Langer & Applebee,

1986) have found that even teacherS who Ard atdpiy committed to

using writing for broader purpcses, who have sought to learn new

instructional approaches, and who are committed to using writing
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as a way to help their students think and learn, have great

difficulty in carrying out their goals. We fOUnd that their

attempts to focus bn tbte thoughtful writing activities were

undercut by their deeply root d views of their role as

"tranStitter" of knowledge -- and with it their overarching

concern with diagnosing what studentS needed to learn, teaChing

the missing information and testing to evaluate the success of

that teathing. ThiS pattern of test- teach- test left even the

beSt intentioned teachers with little room to encourage students

to think, and muse; and grow as writers and teaders.

Standardized tests reinforce these emphases. Studies of

testing (Latiget 1985, in press) show that not only do tests

fbOUS on small bits of information; but they make such unusual

cognitive demands that it is difficult tb knOw if A Student g t

the right answer for the 1.4tOng teason or the wrong answer for the

right reason. ThOughtfuI literate behaviors are not helpful to

gct through most tests we use in school.

An Example

I interpret these results as a signal that schools are

basing their instructional programs on an older and more

restricted definition of literacy, focusing more on the acts

reading and writing thar. on the ways of thinking.

For example, Maria, a woman who arrived in California from

El Salvador about six years ago, enrolled in a 2 year degree

program in a local college. In addition to her regular courses,

she was placed in a basic ESL class as a result of her test

scores. She got As and Bs in her oconomict, government, history,
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and accounting courses, and also passed her first ESL course.

But she took her second ESL course 3 times and couldn't pass the

required posttest.

Although she was never assigned anything more than a few

paragraphs in length to read in her ESL class, she borrowed many

novels from me. She read Ernest Hemingway, Toni Morrison, and

Alice Walker, and discussed them intelligently. She could also

understand her academic coursebooks and could discuss the topics

with me.

BUt Wht.1 it came to the exercises she had to do in class and

the post tests she had to pass, she got caught in a particular

type of question answering skill: she couldn't figure out the

difference between what her test labelled as direct statements,

valid interpretations, and unjustified assumptions. She could

explain Nerl well whether a statement was true or not; and even

how she knew it; but the terminology of the questions and its

relation to what she had read continued to confuse her. she

understood the passages, but had difficulty completing the

exercises. Whenever she thought she understood how to complete

the worksheets she would find an exception to her rule. She was

a diligent student who arranged for tutorial help and bought

extra workbooks to practice, but she simply couldn't "get" the

answering skills needed to pass the tettt. She fihally left

school without finishing her degree. She never had a chance to

show how well she could read and reason and think critically in

English;

Although it's a sad story, Maria is among the luckier ones.
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She does have the literate thinking skills necessary to get her

through in mott situations. But in general, in both first and

second language programs, students are getting exercises -- they

aren't learning to think broadly enough or deeply enough about

ideas and content. We need to look carefully at our

instructional programs to see what we can do to change this.

Neither our old views of instruction nor most of our present

approaches to instruction encourage thoughtful literacy learning.

The activities assigned in most classrooms are like those Maria

was required to complete == they are "exercises" that require

students to use Small bits of language and small bits of thought,

abstracted from the literacy activities to which they once

belonged. They do not probe the students' understandings nor

answer the questions the Students might have about what they

read. The activities are separated from the literacy event

itself == the text (or textbook) presents the exercise, it is

done for the teacher, and its succeSs will be judged by the

teacher. This is in keeping with a traditional view of education

which focuses on the teacher as transmitter of knowledge and the

student aS receiver of knowledge. It produces tranSmitsion

instead of interpretation (see Barnes, 1976), where teachers

transmit what they know for the Students to receive. In such an

instructional system the students' own backgrounds, experienceS,

and id-tag are irrelevant. This is also the kind of education

that is curriculum-goal driven: there is a set of skills or

information to be learned, and the teacher tests to see what the

students know and don't know, teaches what isn't known, then

tests to set if it has been learned.
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When instruction is driven by this model, the focus shifts

toward discrete skills and small bits- of information that are

easy to test, and away from deeper understandings that although

more complicated and time=consuming to consider are more

supportive of literate thinking. And clearly, the results from

the Yational Assessment suggest that such approaches have not

been effective in teaching more thoughtful literacy skills.

The Sociocognitive View

Let me describe an alternative, what I call the

sociocognitive view (see Langer, in press, t6r elaboration of a

sociocognitive view of literacy learning as well as instruction).

It grows out of theory on child language d literacy learning,

and also out of more rectnt work in psychology, anthropology, and

sociolinguistics (see, for example, Bruner, 1978; Heath, 1983;

Luria, 1978; John=Steiner, 1980; Scribner & Cole, 1980; Vygntsky,

1979; Wertsch, 1985). It is rooted in tha belief that learners do

not learn rule governed systems Such as language by having the

rules presented to them by other-S and then practicing the rulc.

On the contrary, they learn such rules in the process of

interacting wIth others to complete tasks in meaningful and

functional situations. Routines develop as learners internalize

the principles of approaches that Work -- and they revise and

refine their skiiis with repeated practice in fiinCtional settin.,,5

(see Applebee, 1984; Langeri 1984; Lancjer & Applebee 1986;

Langer, in preS-s, for further discussion of the /Dr-beet-set.)
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what kinds of situations are likely to encourage students to

think more deeply about what they are doing? The learning will

take place in social contexts in which there are 8-hared problett

to solve or issues to discuss. In general, these will be

situations where there is more than one right answer and where

the answer that is given will need to be shared with and

justified to other people who m y diEacIree or who may

misunderstand.

To be powerful educational contexts) these situations must

also provide ways for students to learn the skills necessary to

complete their tasks more successfully. There are many ways this

learning can take place. Some of it can come about simply as a

result of the interaction -- students will see what works and

what doesn't, and will shape their performance accordingly; Some

of it will come from models that others mrovide either through

discussion or in the materials they are working with. Some of it

Will come from the differing strengths that other students bring;

they will learn from each other. And some, of course, will come

directly from the teacher. This may take the form of direct

inttruCtion, help offered at appropriate points in the attivityi

auestions that the teacher asks, and the structures included to

guide the students through the overall activity;

Thus in this view a prewriting activity is not just a way to

get a lesson going; but is also a strategy for thinking about new

material-- a strategy that a student should eventually be able to

use alone. Such a view of instruction is at the heart of the

scciocognitive approach.

A sociocognitive view means two things for instruction:

13



First that more attention is paid to the social putpOtet tb

which the literacy skills are being put, students learn best

When they are trying to accomplish something that is personally

and socially meaningful; Second; it means paying more attention

to the structure as well as content of tasks that we atk ttUderitt

to undertake so that direct instruction in needed -skills will be

ptdVided as part of the task; at points where it is needed; In

thit way students will have a better chance of understanding how

the new skills and knowledge relate to the activities that ate

being completed Rather than simply memorizing isblated rtlet

and facts (as in Maria's case); they will be Able to make sense

Of hOW the rules work in completing literacy tasks;

TO Clarify what these notions look like in practice, the

following section provides several examples of inttrUCtiOn ftbM

sociocognitive perspectiVe.

Leatninct Lags. A biology teacher with whom we were working

(Langer & Applebee, 1986) began to use the last five minutes of

each class period as learning log time. The ttUdentt Vete atked

to jot down any thoughts they had about their class: 1) what

they had learned; 2) what they didn't understand at all; 3) what

they were unsure of; and 4) something else they would like to

know about what they had just studied. The teacher woUld tedd

the logs and write note back to the students; would sometimes

organize the comments to put on an overhead projector as the

basis of class discussion, and would use the loqt in COnfetentet

with the students to discuss how their knowledge about biology

wat Changing across the semester;
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Nhat is sbbibtOgnitive about this aCtiVity? First, it

grows directly out Of the social purpose of the learning activity

And the writing of the logs. The Students make the entritS in

order to communicate with the teacher about the lesson, and

the teacher communicates back -- in writing, in class discussion,

or in individual conferences. The logs are not used as tests

where the students need to display a right answer. Rather, the

activity provides room for the kindt of uncertainty that

accompany new learnings. Because studentS can exhibit their

uncertainties along tfle way, the teacher has a better chance of

knowing the particular kind of help to offer.

Often this kind of learning log activity leads the student

to put ideat together in new ways, simply by thinking and writing

about them. If not, it opens communication with the teacher,

making future assistance postible.

Letter Writing; Shirley Heath, a Stanford anthropologist,

and Amanda Branscome, a 9th grade Basic EngliSh teather (Heath &

Branscome; 1985) , had BranscOtb's students gather data aboUt

language use in their community. Through this activity they cate

to foctS bt issues of language use and langUago structure. They

shared their neW knowledge about language at t4ell as their own

personal experiences with pen pals to whom they wrote. Their

varied audiences required them to engage in writing that became

gradUally more and more decontextUalitfed. First the students

wrote to bider students in their school Whb knew something about

them and their experienceS. Through letter writing, they were

able to learn when they had Made themselves clear and when they
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had nbt been understood by their audience; Frbt direct feedback

they wei-e able to lerrn more abOUt ways to write better. Then

they wrote tb Shirley Heath's daUjhter, close in age but

geographically distant. They needed tb eXplain more about

themselves, the people, the places, and the activities they were

writing about. Last they wrote to Shirley Heath, who wrote about

her own travels and encouraged them to learn from aer experiences

and to share their own.

From a sociocognitive perspective, thi8 activity was

personally and socially meaningful, and the Students' focused on

presenting their i'.eas in wayS that could be understood by the

different audiences. It helped the s udents to do morb academic

writing than they had ever done before, instead of the usual

writing exercise adc3ressed to pretend audienes. The purpose and

audience were real. Instead of the teacher marking their pretend

letters and telling them they were unclear in their meszage, the

real audience gave feedback about what thty did and didn't

understand in the students' letters. The students had to become

more explicit in their w iting in order to be understood; they

had to pay attention to such thingS as discourse structure,

syntax, and mechanicS. And because the letter writing was stac,ed

to penpals who were different from them -- about whom they knew

less" they had to learn to provide increasingly more detail and

elaboration and to become more explicit (more logical and more

academic) in their use of language.

USebo-fIanquage. Stephen Diaz, Luis Moll and Hugh Mehan

(in progreSS) taught expository 1.4titinq to junior high sthOol
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students. They turned the students into ethnographers who were

to learn about the lanquac.-e uses in their own communities. At a

group; they developed an rview qUettibrinairt. They

interviewed members of their community about such topics as their

attitudes toward bilingualism and their uses of language; After

completing the interviews; the students examined their data

together and then wrote a report about their study and their

findings. During this experience the students used literacy

Skills on many levels; to p: to gather information; to

synthesize it; to aralyze it for academic and social meaning,

elaborate upon their findings, and to present it in a coherent

academic report. And they did it well.

From a sociocognitive perspecctive, the students had tO

communicate with each other about %that to do and how to do it.

They helped each other and their teachers helped them. Those who

understood the nature of this highly academic activity could help

the others think the problem through. The students also needed

tb think analytically about the kind of information they wanted

and how best to get it. Throughout the activity, including

analysis of the data and writing the report; they worked

cooperatively, each assisting the others with the aspect of the

task he or she understood and could do best. The teachers also

helped them; and in the end the students had learned a great deal

about research, about writing, and about literate thinking;

Writing a Newspaner. Francoise Herrmann (1986), a doctoral

student of mine at Stanford, is studying foreign language
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VS./ tluV111,j LAJJLetje

students WhO art learning French as a foreign language engage in

a collaborative learning activity in which they write a tttpap-et

using a computer network. The students dtttrmine what the paper

will be like, what topics to write about, how and where to gather

the data everything from planning to production of the paper.

They plan and talk among themselves, and they interview their

informants. They become food critics, museum buffs, travel

editors, and political columnists. And they see their columns

grow on the computtr, where they communicate with each other,

edit each other's work, and collaborate with their teacher via

the computer network. (They also, of course, generate oral

language around the computer -- about use of the computer and

about the newspaper itself.) Oral and written language, and talk

about language as well as text, occur in both the computer and

non-computer settings; the newspaper is the catalyst for language

use.

Why is thit a sociocognitive activity? First, it is a

socially based activity. It is a joint activity where the need

for language and the uses of language grow out of the groups'

need to communicate with each other and to write their messages.

It also involvet interactive teaching. The students help each

other both with the content and the language, and the teacher iS

available to helP wherieer needed. The language and literacy

learning go on continuously, as the students make their

commitments to work on the paper, develop their plans, write

their articles, review each otier's work, and publish the

newspaper. The French language skills the studentS learn are
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etbedded in a conteXt where they have oppOrtUnity to think about

4 and plan and practide their new learnings over tite, and to

generalize their language learning to new situations. Because

language is uted in communication with others, vocabulary,

syntax, verb forms, and text organization are ditcussed and

learned in a way that is very different from the usual approach,

_

even in activity-based foreign language texts.

A Pre-Readi an. Not all activities need to be done in a

group. But when students will read or write alone, it is helpful

to begin with a preliminary activity to help them think about

what they already know about the topic. This lets them bring

ideas to mind and language to exprett those ideas, and to develop

connections (both topical and syntactic) at ways to link those

ideas.

Some years ago, I dPveloped the PReP activity, Pre=Reading

Plan (Langer 1981; 1984), desianed to do just this. In it the

teacher asks the class to free associate about major concepts

they will read in their texts, to tell everything that comes to

mind when they hear the word "justice" or "conflict," for

instance. The students have a chance to hear the ideas other

students thought of as well as their own (Such as "justice is not

going to jail" or "conflict is a fight") and to discuss what made

them think of what they did (such as "I saw it on television" or

"it was in my social studies book1). From there, the teacher

orchestrates a clatt discussion to help them think more deeply

about all they already know about the concept. Finally, the

students are reminded to think about the story or textbook they
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will read; and to guess how the ideas they've just discussed will_

relate to the reading;

This is a sociocognitive activity because the class

discussion provides a sharing cf ideas; to remind students of

what they know. It is social in that the students interact in

their sharing of knowledge; and the teacher helps structure the

discussion and the thinking; leading the students toward the

particular language and concepts they will read about (or need to

have available f r writing) and also the ways in which the ideas

might be connected; Students actively think about what they

know, changing and refining their own ideas and their own

language as new information is discussed by themselves and

others. The activity also provides them with a useful strategy

to use on their own-- a pulling together of relevant ideas to

help make sense of new experience.

Discussion

In none of these activities is knowledge "transmitted."

The role of the group members, the role of the teacher, and the

goals of instruction are very different from the traditional

view. There is cooperation and collaboration; there is a sense

of a meaningful use to which language is put; there is talk and

metatalk about language and about information; Further; the

success of the learning is easily evaluated by both the learner

and the teacher-- in terms of how well the job gets tone. BOth

the student and the teacher know what the student does not

understand; and where more help is still needed.

All this is a far cry from the pretest; assign; and retest
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view of instruction that is nrevalent in American schools; But

it is difficult to adopt a sociocognitive approach to

instruction. The more traditional paradign, with its pre and

post tests, marks a teacher's "success" -- it tont t4lat and hOW

much the students have "learned." Also; it bliditS the kinds of

responses the students will need to give when they take

standardized tests; However; the simplicity Gf these

instructional activities prevents them from leading tOward more

reasoned thinking -- because they don't involve the students as

active and thoughtful learners in personally or socially

meaningful tasks;

Literacy instruction needs to help students thitk mo.e

deeply and more broadly aboUt language and content and to use

these as they engage in socially purposeful activities like the

examples above; Teachers; tests, and instructional materials

need to begin to look for successful learning not in isolated

bitt Of knowledge; but in students' growing ability to use

language and literacy in more varied and rre reasoned ways; And

we also need to judge progress in learning by gauging students'

ability to more successfully complete those activities. When

this occurs; the nature of instructional activities will change

dramatically -- from pretend to real tasks; from parts to wholes;

and from practice to doing; And instruction will have begun to

move from the focus on reading and writing exercises tOward the

teaching of literacy as a way of thinking appropriate to the

demands of our present society.
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